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Abstract:
Information Technology (IT) Systems and services are key, complex components of today’s complex business operations. With increased levels of complexity it becomes increasingly difficult to maintain alignment with business needs. In extreme cases programmes can lose sight of the desired business benefits and hence fail to achieve the business case. The Quality Function Deployment (QFD) approaches discussed in this paper are powerful tools that can be used to de-risk the possibility of such a de-coupling.

The Blitz QFD® approach, the basis of Modern QFD, was developed as an accelerated method for determining key areas of customer value for software development compared with the traditional matrix based QFD approach. The authors will expand on how both traditional and Blitz QFD® approaches have been applied to ensure that IT Systems and Services are designed such that they align exactly to satisfy the customers’ priority business needs and drivers. A key objective is to show the power of QFD approaches in analysing multi-stakeholder requirements and priorities, and how the QFD methods provide a robust way of maintaining coherence through-out the whole lifecycle of system design and service provision. The paper will also show how QFD provides a backbone for ‘Lean Systems Design.

Further, this paper will illustrate the benefits of the different QFD approaches when applied to the design of a global customer relationship management system for a Financial Services organization. The significance of these methods in establishing approaches to companies adopting disruptive IT such as Cloud Computing and Service Oriented Architectures will also be touched upon.
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1. History of QFD – Why Modern & Blitz QFD®?

In the mid 1960s there was a growing recognition in Japan that the traditional product design and development process often resulted in products that failed to satisfy key customer requirements on quality and reliability and that business functional departments did not understand their contribution to overall quality. In the late 1960s Prof Yoji Akao had been working at Tokyo University on the development of a systematic process for translating and deploying customer needs, or quality expectations, into requirements for each of the business-functions in the product developer’s organization. The results of his work, and that of other Japanese quality leaders such as Shigeru Mizuno, was the matrix based ‘quality function deployment’ process, and this began to be adopted in Japan in the early 1970s.[1]

The mid-20th century Japanese engineering community enjoyed the social guarantee of lifetime employment, long work hours, the abacus was a common desk top tool and customers were generally limited to the next step in the process. This resulted in product development teams having the time and
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resources to do a comprehensive analysis of the quality requirements and work out how to satisfy them. While manufacturing was moving towards “lean,” the design side of the business was anything but lean. In response to this lag companies such as Toyota started to invest heavily in ways of improving the design side of the business, adopting techniques such as traditional QFD. The attention to detail was well repaid. Pull-through benefits from a thorough analysis of design issues helped Toyota Auto Body reduce start up costs by 61% from 1977 to 1984 (Figure 1). Akira Fukuhara, the quality assurance manager at that time, attributed the savings not only to the improvements resulting from repeated application of QFD technique to the product line, but also to the increased awareness of how all product quality issues drive customer satisfaction. As a result Toyota was able to understand the link between production processes and customer satisfaction and were able to minimise the cost of poor quality in their design and production environments.

Early deployments of Traditional QFD produced a hierarchy of a large number of inter-dependent matrices. As an example the Lite Ace mini-van project identified four major improvement opportunities in steering, rust prevention, sliding side door, and a moon roof. The rust study (actually a reliability deployment and not a QFD), deployed to 16 levels of matrices and took some two years to complete. This started with a matrix of 42 tertiary customer needs (needs translated from customer needs by the car companies and then translated to product needs for the supplier) and progressed through 16 levels of matrix finishing with a matrix that translated ‘operation standards’ into ‘work control conditions’ i.e. the comprehensive approach goes end-to-end from customer needs to manufacturing controls.

This study became one of the foundations of automotive supplier QFD in the U.S. and elsewhere, but its magnitude was hard for beginners to grasp. A Fuji-Xerox study that used just four matrices was adapted by American automotive suppliers to address common reliability concerns, and what became known as the “4-phase” model of QFD was born. The first of these phases, the House of Quality, has since become synonymous with QFD. Many of the early adopters in the US allowed these charts to grow to sizes that approached one million intersecting cells. On being shown one of these charts, Dr Akao avoided blessing the efforts of one automotive team by praising “how straight the lines were.” (Japanese charts were typically drawn by hand at that time and this was one of the first to be printed on a plotter.) The straightforward 4-Phase deployment of product requirements through the four phases to process controls is logical and easy to learn, and quickly became ‘The way to do QFD’ in nearly every country outside Japan.

However, not all companies using QFD are auto part suppliers building to product requirements and specifications from an OEM auto maker. Many companies using QFD design and manufacture end products, services, software, food products, etc. Even first and second tier auto part suppliers in today’s world have major design responsibility. In such cases, the 4-Phase QFD model may not cover all the necessary deployments, that is, it does not go end-to-end to assure quality.

A better approach, used in Blitz QFD® and Modern QFD, is to custom tailor a subset of the QFD matrices and other tools to improve the effective and efficient use of team members’ time.
Modernizing QFD

The Blitz QFD® approach developed by Richard Zultner[2] in the mid-1990s, aimed to develop a faster approach to QFD for ‘time-to-market sensitive’ and fast-changing technology projects often found in IT and software development. Modern QFD was built on the foundations of Blitz QFD® which offers 4 significant improvements over traditional QFD for companies involved in the end-to-end design, development and deployment of products, processes, services and systems:

1. **Efficiency & speed of analysis:** Blitz QFD® offers a more efficient use of time by replacing most, sometimes all, matrices with more efficient tables that track only a small number of the most critical customer needs end-to-end through the analysis, design, development, and build phases, see Zultner on ‘Software QFD’[3]. The use of Hierarchy diagrams has enabled the structure of needs to be established i.e. requirements at the same level of scope are considered rather than mixed levels. The traditional House of Quality matrix, on the other hand, is only the deployment of the requirements analysis phase into design (Figure 2, Phase 1). Additional matrices may be need at various stages of the end-to-end cycle to give a visual summary of key requirements.

2. **Establishing True Customer Needs and Values:** The problem with Traditional QFD was that suppliers, particularly automotive suppliers, were reliant on their OEM customer to understand their customers’ needs and priorities. Unfortunately, this was not always the case and so even suppliers with well developed components suffered if the finished vehicle did not sell well. Similarly IT System Suppliers often assume that their customers’ needs and priorities are properly understood and communicated to them at the start of projects. Thus, a structured front end analysis and prioritisations of the business and project goals, customer / market segments and value chains was added to the analysis phase in modern QFD in order to ensure a clearer articulation and understanding of critical customer needs and their priorities was established.

3. **Relative / Proportional values of priority:** Traditional QFD, as it developed in 1960s Japan in the pre-calculator age, was done by hand. A simple five rating point scale was adopted that could be calculated with an abacus. Although it resembles the five-point market research Likert Scale, the QFD scale is used to determine importance and correlation, not agreement with a statement. Because the five-point scale is an ordered scale, that is the interval between 1 and 2 is not necessarily equidistant to the interval between 4 and 5, statistical analyses are limited to mode and median calculations. This means that many of the math operations in traditional QFD violate this limitation and the results have questionable meaning and the best that can be achieved is a rank order prioritisation. The better approach, used in modern QFD, is to develop ratio scale priorities using the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)[4] which ensures they are relative e.g. a project goal contributing 50% to meeting a business goal is twice as important as a 25% goal.

---
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4. **Lean design – effort focused on critical customer business goals and requirements.** Since the 1960s, “right-sizing” has lead most organizations to cut staff to the leanest possible levels. Add to this the pressures of global competitors, multi-tasking across projects, compressed time-to-market and the demands of rapidly advancing/disruptive technologies such as Cloud Computing, then new product design and development teams are hard pressed to find time to do all the QFD they should. Modern QFD has included Blitz QFD® as a matrix-free/ light approach to first deploy only the most important needs of the customer, end-to-end throughout all the quality assurance phases, see Figure 3. In the Toyota rust study, for example, Blitz QFD® would include only the critical few concerns of all 16 matrices.

### 2. Challenges in Complex IT Systems Design

#### 2.1 General Challenges to IT Systems Design

Developing new IT Systems is a complex process and often either does not realize the desired business benefits or fails to identify and communicate them. An ISACA, the global Information Systems Audit and Control Association, survey in 2009 of 1217 IT Professionals found that of the respondents, ‘…two-thirds accepted they were failing to measure IT in ways that provide a full account of its benefits.’

Despite this, on average, 43% of an organization’s Capital Expenditure is on IT[5]. The IT challenge for many organizations is in developing Strategies and Solutions that align with and further the business goals by delivering their full potential for business benefits.

That said, IT systems are central enabling components in most technological systems in the world today, whether it is the government tax system, an earth telemetry system or an automotive brake management system. They are themselves complex systems composed of a number of major interacting and interdependent components such as:

- Enterprise/ System Architectures
- Information and Data Models and Data Storage and Management Systems
- Application Software
- IT Infrastructure – Input/ Output Devices, Computing Devices, Laptops, Storage, Comms. Networks
- Service Management and Support Systems
- Access Management, Governance and Security systems etc., etc.

To work successfully as a system the components have to work seamlessly together, must also integrate flawlessly with other systems they exchange data and information with, whilst interfacing effectively with the ‘physical’ processes conducted by the users. The IT System is therefore a component or sub-system of a broader enterprise system, and meets a sub-set of the overall outcomes that the enterprise has to meet i.e. the benefits, outcomes and critical business requirements are themselves part of a hierarchy.

The design is made more complex because it has to address the needs of a diverse set of stakeholders who often will have conflicting views on the priority of the functional (what the system does) and the performance / non-functional (how well it does it e.g. response time, usability, reliability, security) aspects of the solution.

In parallel, the technologies supporting functional and performance aspects of the components of the solution are changing rapidly as enhanced ways of meeting requirements are found. At the time of writing this paper the most disruptive ‘technological’ change facing the IT service industry today is the emergence of ‘Cloud Computing Services’ i.e. supply of Business Services/Applications/ Processes/ Functions via the

---

internet supported by the world-wide-web. The access on demand of these IT enabled Business Services radically changes the cost base and agility/responsiveness of IT. Blechar[6] captured the complexity of the task when describing the challenge of establishing an ‘agile’ information architecture for Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) systems, see Figure 4. The need for methods to help suppliers quickly understand their customers’ business drivers and align the most effective ‘IT Solution’ has never been greater.

![Figure 4: Complexity of Information Architecture for SOA Deployments (courtesy of Gartner)[5]](Image)

The critical challenges facing Complex IT Systems Design

- Complexity of Stakeholders and structuring and prioritization of their needs
- Integration of new systems and services with the existing estate
- The rapid emergence of service delivery game changers such as Cloud Computing, Service Oriented Architectures, Software as a Service.
- **Alignment of IT Solution to Business Drivers**

It is the intention of this paper to illustrate how QFD approaches have helped ensure that IT solutions are aligned with and satisfy the business drivers. Modern QFD, an extension of Blitz QFD*, supports alignment between business drivers and the whole of the system and service life-cycle, from scoping and design to end-of-life replacement and disposal. The design questions addressed and design activities impacted are shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5: Flow of Business & Solution Requirements Using QFD](Image)

2.2. Case Study – CRM Design for Financial Services

Cole and Stansfield have previously applied Traditional and Blitz QFD® approaches on various customer sensitive IT System designs. Due to the sensitivity of these systems they cannot be discussed in this forum.

To illustrate the particular benefits of the Blitz QFD® approach we will illustrate key stages of the approach and typical outcomes for the design of a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) System for a Global Financial Services Organization. Although these outputs are generic, particular insight will be drawn from a customer project initiated at the point of writing this paper. These systems encompass the broad range of challenges faced in IT Design.

CRM systems are a major IT component that can help deliver the Business Intelligence (BI) Strategy for organizations, where Business Intelligence refers to the collation and analysis of sales and operational performance to support improved decision making ability by the management team. Historically BI Projects have struggled to overcome the following challenges:

- Data / source capability driven.
- Unclear business priorities, so try to do everything for everyone.
- “Build and they will come” mentality.
- IT focused, i.e. build what we have today with new technology.
- Loose or no linkage to business strategy.
- Big Bang rather than iterative “Bite-Sized” deliverables.

Which previously has resulted in:

- Delivery of operational style reporting perpetuating the “steady-state”
- Investment in new technology only delivers the same business performance capability.
- Over 50% of the development effort delivers no value.
- Increased ongoing maintenance costs.
- Poor system performance and
- Poor user take on.

The customer needed to improve its understanding of customer trends across its product lines for commercial and individual customers in the different countries and regions it operates within to improve the effectiveness of service management and development operations. They had developed their Corporate Business Intelligence Strategy, which to be deployed required the development of several major sub-systems to manage and supply consolidated customer and service performance information. A critical component consisted of the integration of multiple and non-interoperable CRM systems that historically had been acquired and managed independently by the product line business units. The lack of interoperability meant it was difficult and time-consuming to collate customer and service information at a line of business and corporate level, meaning the information could not be used in a timely manner to manage operations or plan sales campaigns on a broad front.

It was also recognized that the customers often felt that they were treated by the company as different people when applying for different products i.e. the legacy information was product-centric rather than customer-centric. Not only did this damage the customer’s experience of the company but it hampered its ability to increase ‘cross-selling’ (selling additional products to existing customers) and ‘up-selling’ (selling higher value services or additions).

At the same time it was believed that integration of the CRM capabilities would further enhance the efficiency of the sales and marketing functions by establishing shared processes and transferring best practices between businesses.
3. How does Traditional and Blitz QFD® address IT Design Challenges?

3.1 Overview

Many companies first attempt QFD in their product development process based on the decades old traditional models and find that this effort yields huge matrices which although giving valuable insight, are too often judged as too cumbersome to use. This has often led to ‘loss of sight of the wood/ forest for the trees’. This has been driven by inexperienced staff failing to distinguish between the hierarchy of requirements, the structure flowing down from business ‘Critical Success Factors’ and ‘Business Target Benefits’ (Strategic Requirements) through the business solution requirements to the requirements of the technical components.

The QFD Institute, put forward that true QFD, either Blitz QFD® or traditional QFD, does not require the use of matrices - it is about driving quality throughout the whole process; with quality defined as providing usefulness to the customer. It is also about aligning the effort of every part of the organization to contribute to satisfying the customer needs. In fact, the Japanese translation of QFD means that quality (as defined by the customer) must be deployed across all relevant business functions. Thus, there can be no QFD without a customer focus.

The Traditional QFD approach started with an assumption that the stakeholders and their needs had been identified and prioritised, and used the House of Quality matrix to establish priority of the ‘Solution Design Requirements’. Stansfield and Cole exploited a combination of Six Sigma analytical techniques to develop a robust scope, set of stakeholders, processes and critical to quality requirements and showed how these could be fed into the traditional QFD[^7]. The framework they used is shown in Figure 6. A similar design for six sigma (DFSS) approach to SOA design was reported by Cardone and Danziger[^8].


[^8]: Cardone, Robert and Danziger, Russell, ‘DFSS as an Enabler of Service-Oriented Architecture’, iSixSigma Insights - June 18, 2007 - Vol. 8, #46 - ISSN: 1530-7603

Figure 6: Six Sigma Framework For Traditional QFD Applied to IT[^7]
What the Blitz QFD® process shown in Figure 7 does is to channel efforts to focus on a small number of the most important customer needs and see that they are applied throughout the entire development process until the customer is satisfied with a delivered product and after sales service. The philosophy is that by boosting the focus on the most critical customer needs and letting the others be taken care of “as usual,” customer value and satisfaction will improve, leading to a greater willingness to purchase/use the product.

So in summary, Traditional QFD originally was about keeping track of all customer needs throughout all the processes, and because it was comprehensive, it required greater effort. Work has been done to supplement Traditional QFD to bring more focus on critical requirements using Six Sigma techniques. Traditional QFD has the potential to boost customer satisfaction even more than Blitz QFD® but not every organization has the resources to pursue such an effort. Starting with Blitz QFD® is a sensible way for today’s companies to learn what it means to align their efforts around customer focus.

Section 3.2 provides descriptions of the individual steps of the Blitz QFD® applied to the CRM project. These sections will also raise how methods previously used with Traditional QFD have been applied in these areas. As an aide to navigation the major steps and questions addressed for the QFD approach are shown in Figure 8. This also shows the scope of this paper, starting at ‘1. Project Scope and Boundary’.

---

**Figure 7: The Blitz QFD® Process Framework**

**Figure 8: Major Steps and Questions for the QFD Approach**

---

3.2.1 Scoping The Project

The first Question addressed within Modern QFD is:

‘What is the customer trying to achieve?’

This step, although outside the scope of this paper, results in a set of prioritised business goals and is the precursor to the first question asked by Blitz QFD® ‘What Is Success For This Project?’ In many IT programs there is often a lack of clarity of which Business Goals and Processes are ‘In-Scope’. To address this and avoid analysing out-of-scope Project Goals, Stansfield and Cole[7] have introduced a systems engineering step, Scope/ Boundary Analysis, using the simple ‘In the Frame/ Out of Frame’ approach at the launch of IT projects, shown as the first step in

Figure 6.

This answers the question:

‘What does the project cover and interact with?’

At the launch stage of IT projects such as the CRM project ‘scoping workshops’ are run with lead stakeholders from the customer and supplier teams where ideas for in-scope items are written on ‘Post-Its’ and placed on a chart in the appropriate sector (In Scope, In/Out of Scope, Out of Scope, Dependency on Project, Dependency for the Project) and where the final location had to be agreed. The items on the chart are then grouped by the customer using the KJ™ Affinity Diagram method to establish the hierarchy of items from a customer perspective. Extracts from the output for the CRM project are shown in Figure 9. For IT design projects this is used in conjunction with the ‘context diagramming’ to establish clarity of the boundaries, interfaces, dependencies and responsibilities for the customer and supplier.

Figure 9: In-Scope, Out of Scope Mapping Template
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The aim is to establish a clear boundary to avoid spending time analyzing ‘Out of Scope’ items. This also helps establish the basis of the project ‘change control’ process to avoid scope drift and creep.

3.2.2 What is success for this project?

Having understood the ‘Scope’ for the project, the next challenge is to understand,

‘What is success for this project?’

In the project launch ‘scoping workshop’, the project team applies the Blitz QFD® approach to capture customer views on the project goals.

The team typically applies the KJ™ Affinity Diagramming Approach where the customer stakeholders group the Project Goal information enabling the team to identify missing Goals. The results are shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Affinity Diagram for Project Goals

The Affinity Diagram is then mapped into a hierarchy diagram, see Figure 11, where the linkage between the first three levels of Project Goal is made more visible. The team runs the analytical hierarchy process (AHP) (described in 3.2.3) with the customers to establish the relative contribution of each level of the goals to the level above, i.e. both a global and local contribution to goals is calculated. This information is recorded in the Hierarchy Diagram.
Figure 11: Hierarchy Diagram of Project Goals for the CRM System

The Project Goals are consolidated into the draft Project Goals Table (PGT), see Table 1, which included:

- ‘How the Project Goal would be measured in terms of a metric?’
- ‘The time frame in which each project goal was likely to be met’
- ‘Who judged the success of the project goal being met?’
- ‘The Means by which the goal would be satisfied within the project’

The PGT provides a summary of the Project Goals that addressed specific Business Goals. By documenting this at the start of the project it provided context for the design team in answering if “this” or “that” solution is the best as they provide key criteria. The Project Goals Table proves a useful terms of reference for the multiple stakeholders when ‘down stream’ disputes about development priorities arise.

Project Goals table: Corporate Customer Relationship Management System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Increased return on cost of sales - profit (25% increase)</td>
<td>Cost /user / month of new system compared with existing</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>CFO Sales &amp; Mkt. Dir., Line of Bus. Mgr.</td>
<td>Cost savings vs. existing, Cost /user / month of new system compared with existing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Customer Experience of the Brand Improved - treated as individuals/ business that are understood by the organization, wherever they are.</td>
<td>Customer complaints about poor targeting, increased cross-product sales to individuals/ businesses</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>Customers Sales &amp; Marketing Director Chief Security Officer</td>
<td>Corporate Profile of individual customers or businesses made available, Compliance Matrix for Information Export Legislation vs Information Architecture Demonstrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Performance of Operations Improved</td>
<td>Speed to adopt new standard processes and procedures; No delays of deployment due to Cultural and practice differences of different nationalities/ business areas; Ease of Use. Staff performance</td>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>Bus. Ops. Dir. Client Business Change Client Staff</td>
<td>Process Changes Communicated Effectively, Multisite/country training facilitated, Local cultural and business practice requirements captured and communicated effectively</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 High Level Project Goals Table for a CRM System
3.2.3 What is most important for success?

Having identified which Project Goals are important to success, the next big question tackled by the Blitz QFD® process is:

‘What is most important for success?’

The process of building a scaled, relative assessment of value and importance is a fundamental building block of the Blitz QFD® and Modern QFD approaches, and it is used at many levels of the process for goals, needs, solution requirements, solution fit etc. In this paper we will describe how the Analytical Hierarchy Process was used to establish a customer perspective of importance of each Project Goal and Sub-Goal to its parent or higher level goal. The contribution of the Project Goals to Business Goals would normally be estimated prior to this step, which is an additional step introduced within Modern QFD.

The Analytical Hierarchy Process, developed by Dr. Thomas Saaty, prioritizes and selects from alternatives. The AHP produces absolute scale numbers from paired comparisons of the goals or needs. The advantage is that absolute scale numbers can be multiplied and summed and hence used as weights. This is not possible with ordinal numbers which are sometimes erroneously used in selection and ranking methods. This weighting math problem is why early QFD methods using e.g. 1, 3 and 9 as weights often led to poor results. In Blitz QFD® In prioritizing customer needs using AHP the customers compare the importance of their needs with each other, pair by pair, using a verbal ordinal scale such as equal (1), moderate (3), strong (5), very strong (7) and extreme (9), and where intermediate judgments are allowed, such as a response between moderate and strong (4). AHP is applied top down to the customer goals and needs hierarchies with local priorities of a single branch able to be multiplied by “parent” weights to give global priorities.

During IT projects when using AHP prioritization for Project Goals, judgments are made by the stakeholder representatives as shown in Figure 12. For the CRM project this reveals that ‘Increased Return on Cost of Sales’ constituted 40.4 % of expected project benefits, almost four times as much as ‘New System Costs the Same or Less than Existing’, which recorded 10.5 %.

![Figure 12 AHP for Project Goals for the CRM System](image-url)

Historically for Traditional QFD the simple pair-wise comparison technique is used to rank the importance of goals or requirements resulting in a rank order, not a relative, scaled value for importance.
The results of the AHP analysis of Project Goals for the CRM project are mapped into the Hierarchy diagram shown in Figure 11. This means that the local and global contribution made by each arm of the Project Goals hierarchy was understood i.e. relative value and importance had been established.

3.2.4 Which customers are key for these goals?

Having clarified what success is for the project via Project Goals, Blitz QFD® next addresses the question:

‘Which customer segments are key to delivering the project goals?’

In answering this question the process leads the team to understand which ‘Customer Segments’ or customer communities are key to the project goals. For Complex IT Systems such as the CRM System, the customer segments can include direct customers, procurement teams, users, repair/maintenance teams, third party support etc. Typically, they will have needs associated with their use of the system, or of something the system produces. It is rarely possible to visit every customer segment, and hence the need to prioritize them based on the list of ‘who judges success?’, previously identified in the Project Goals Table.

The Blitz QFD® process helps the project team identify the most important customer segments for the successful deployment of the system, through the creation of a Customer Segments Table (CST). The team maps the current and alternative uses of the system confirming who, what, when, where, why, and how (including alternative uses) (5W1H) of these uses. As a result of building the CST gaps in understanding become evident that helps the team focus the next level of research more effectively.

In Table 2, an extract from the Customer Segment Table for the CRM project, the Project Goals are assessed in terms of who has greatest impact on the Goal being met, and where the percentage contribution is estimated using AHP with representatives of the customer and supplier stakeholder groups. When running the AHP care has to be taken to apply one of the four forms of AHP viz. each Project Goal/ Criteria can be classified as a ‘Bigger Is Better’ e.g. Project Goals 1 and 4, ‘Smaller Is Better’ e.g. Project Goal 3, ‘Absolute Judgement (Expert Judgement)’ e.g. Project Goal 2, or ‘Relative Judgement’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Goals</th>
<th>Goal Wts</th>
<th>Who? CS Having Hi Impact/Interest in Project Goal Being Met</th>
<th>What (else) is system/ its outputs used for?</th>
<th>When (else) is system used?</th>
<th>Where (else) is system used?</th>
<th>Why (else) is system used?</th>
<th>How (else) is system used?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Increased Return on Cost of Sales -Profit</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>Sales &amp; Marketing Manager (45%)</td>
<td>Target Sales Campaigns (30%)</td>
<td>Average Handling Time of Call</td>
<td>Line Of Service Op Centres (15%)</td>
<td>Improve retention of customers (30%)</td>
<td>Improve service quality (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Customer Experience of Brand Improved</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>Sales &amp; Marketing Manager (45%)</td>
<td>Target Customer Contact (20%)</td>
<td>Average Handling Time of Call</td>
<td>Line Of Service Op Centres (15%)</td>
<td>Improve retention of customers (30%)</td>
<td>Improve service quality (20%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Extract of the Customer Segments Table

The approach underpins the ‘benefits realization’ process for customers and IT Systems developers i.e. it helps both parties understand the likely benefits for each customer segment thereby answering the question ‘What’s in it for me?’ At an organizational level Blitz QFD® provides a way of identifying the hierarchy of causal relationships between business and project goals, customer segments, benefits and needs. IT
designers are increasingly applying ‘business system dynamic modelling’ to evaluate the dynamic
behaviour of these causal relationships and the likely impact of changes on delivery of benefits and
organizational performance reflected in the balanced scorecard, see Linard and Dvorsky\textsuperscript{[10]}.

The Customer Segment Table for the CRM Project shown in
Table 2 identifies four key customer segments as the focal point for assessment during the following stage
of ‘gemba’ visits (see section 3.2.5) and Process Mapping, namely:

- Customers (Private and Business)
- Sales and Marketing Managers
- Line of Business Management
- Operational Staff

The results of the AHP analysis of the contribution of the four ‘Customer Segments’ to the Project Goals is
given in Table 3, where Operational Staff are estimated to contribute 51\% to delivery of the Project Goals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer Segments selection</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>% wt.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|                             | Operational Staff | 19.8
|                             | Line of Business Management | 17.5
|                             | Sales & Marketing Manager | 11.5
|                             | Customers (Private & Business) | 51.3

Table 3: Relative Impact of Customer Segments on Delivery of Project Goals

The customer segmentation for IT systems, particularly CRM systems, would normally provide more focus
on identifying key segments within the ‘Customer Segment’, but for the purpose of brevity this segment
has not been expanded.

The Blitz QFD\textsuperscript{8} approach helps the team identify which customer segments have the biggest impact on
delivering the Project Goals i.e. effort for the following analysis is focused here. This does not mean that
other customer segments are not considered, but that they are dealt with outside the QFD prioritization
approach i.e. the QFD focuses on ensuring critical customer segment needs are understood and satisfied.

\textsuperscript{[10]} Linard, Keith & Dvorsky, Lubomir, ‘A Dynamic Balanced Score Card Template for Public Sector
3.2.5. What do the customers ‘actually’ say and do?

Having identified the customer segments having greatest impact on delivering the Project Goals, Blitz QFD® then addresses the question:

‘What do the customers ‘actually’ say and do?’

The Blitz QFD® approach involves a set of steps to ensure that the actual processes used by key customer segments using/ exploiting the system, are mapped as effectively as possible. The analysis also helps the team focus on critical customer segments, as in many cases there will be insufficient time to visit all segments. To consolidate the understanding of processes, the project team start by mapping how they think the customer segments interact with the systems based on the information developed in the customer segment table and from customer supplied information. The Blitz QFD® process recommends the use of Customer Process Mapping (CPM), and it has to be recognised that this is a first draft to improve the effectiveness of customer interviews. An example of a CPM for the CRM project is shown in Figure 13.

![Figure 13: Customer Process Map Used For Gemba Visit Planning](image)

For IT Systems Design the key customer segments will include Users of the System and staff using the system outputs. From the ‘Who?’ column in Table 2, the Process Map could equally be drawn from the perspective of the Sales and Marketing Manager, the Line of Business Manager or the Operational Staff. To improve the visibility of these multiple perspectives Cole and Stansfield have used the high-level SIPOC (Supplier, Input Process, Output and Customer) mapping technique to prepare holistic views of the important business processes, see Figure 6. An extract of the high level SIPOC for the CRM project is shown in Figure 14. It is apparent that Customers can also act as Suppliers, and this process provides additional validation of both the scope diagram and the Customer Segments Table, as new processes, process operators and Customers are often identified at this stage. The team identifies who the Customers for Outputs are first, and works systematically to the left, the Suppliers.

This step is in preparation for visiting the key customer segments in their work-place, called *gemba* or visiting the “crime scene” (one of its meanings in Japanese). Armed with the CPM or the SIPOC the customers will, after having said they are impressed by the effort, immediately start to correct the process. In that way, a lot of valuable information is gathered that might not have been found just by asking straight questions. Furthermore, by defining a process to guide this part of the visit, the risk of getting stuck on one matter during the whole visit is mitigated. This approach encourages the customer to yield a tremendous
amount of information including the cultural and context information often missing from documentation. The power of this approach is described effectively by Ronney, Olfe and Mazur\[11\].

The power of this approach is described effectively by Ronney, Olfe and Mazur\[11\].

 Suppliers | Inputs | Process | Outputs | Customers
---|---|---|---|---
 Customer | CRM System | Customer Enquiry About Service Offerings | Process | Customers
 | | Customer Profile Retrieved | | | Suppliers
 | | Service Information | | | Inputs
 | | Questions Ref Services | | | Process
 | | Request for Quote | | | Outputs
 | | | | | Customers
 | | | | | Suppliers
 | | | | | Inputs
 | | | | | Process
 | | | | | Outputs
 | | | | | Customers
 | | | | | Suppliers
 | | | | | Inputs
 | | | | | Process
 | | | | | Outputs
 | | | | | Customers

Figure 14: Extract of High Level SIPOC for CRM Gemba Preparation

After going through and revising the customer process map (CPM) or SIPOC, Failure Modes (FM) and Failure Effects (FE) can be annotated to give valuable information about what to investigate more in detail during the visit. Success modes can also be noted so that they are preserved in any new development. Another Six Sigma method used regularly at this stage will include Root Cause Analysis (Ishikawa or Fishbone charting) to understand root causes of known problems and identification of mitigations on priority areas.

After revising the Customer Process Map, it is time to visit the actual workplace of the customer where the most critical jobs gets done. All sources of data are to be used, including observation of any strange workarounds. To capture this wide array of data the ‘Gemba Visit Table’ (GVT) is helpful. Its purpose is to annotate observations, refer to relevant documents or manuals used at the workplace, write down comments from the customers, etc. All this data is then translated into measurable, clarified items, in Six Sigma terms this is the translation of customer needs to ‘Critical To Quality’ (CTQ) characteristics or requirements.

The clarified items arising from the gemba visit are single-issue statements, simplified from complex activities observed during the visit. It is beneficial if the customer is able to give a measurement and target value to these items as that makes later evaluation of solutions easier. When possible, filming or recording at the customer’s workplace is a good complement to the GVT. For IT Systems this also might include the use of training systems for the existing systems that are being replaced. An extract from the ‘Gemba Visit Table’ is shown in Table 4.

In large-scale, complex IT System Development the process mapping activity can be run over a number of months. To avoid impact to operational performance of the customer’s business, this can entail the set up of a collaborative work environment where representative operational and management staff, and customers can work freely to develop detailed process maps, information flows, business rules, Critical To Quality requirements and prioritized process improvements for deployment in the new solution(s). In this situation the full Blitz QFD\[12\] analysis is run to ensure the high priority processes have been assessed sufficiently to ensure their complete integration into the replacement design. Standard process mapping using detail level SIPOC will be run for all other processes to ensure completeness of the new system. Increasingly the Business Process Model and Notation\[12\] (BPMN) standard is used for the process mapping activities.


3.2.6. What does the customer need and how much?

The previous step answered the question ‘What do the customers ‘actually’ say and do?’, and now the Blitz QFD® supports the development of a clear understanding of:

‘What the customers need and how much they need it?’

Techniques used to achieve this in support of the Traditional QFD include stakeholder Critical To Quality (CTQ) requirements analysis and prioritisation shown in Figure 6. In Blitz QFD® the process step has been integrated more formally. The verbatims and observations of customers in the gemba are raw VOC data are often a mix of benefits and product features. Other sources of customer narratives such as focus groups and interviews tend to add more to this mix. But, what customers really need is to get their work process done as efficiently as possible. Understanding their current job is a start, but to create a new offering for the customer, we really need to go further and define what their needs are, independent of the current jobs or solutions. Blind acceptance of a feature or solution a customer dictates is just one way to get the job done but may not be the best way. Stopping with the current job analysis is depriving the development engineers of the possibility of finding innovative new solutions that could possibly outperform earlier ones known by the customer. The Customer Voice Table (CVT) is used to translate any form of data from the Customer Process Model and/ or SIPOC and the ‘Gemba Visit Table’ into customer needs as shown to the left of the red column in

Table 4: Extract from Gemba Visit Table for the CRM Project
Table 5. This starts with the Customer Segment (CS), the characteristics of the CS, the ‘Situations’ in which they need to interact with the system, the problems encountered, and the ‘Needs’ that are revealed through the analysis of the problems.

Table 5: Extract from Customer Voice Table for CRM System

To the right of the red column the team identifies the characteristics and / or capabilities required to satisfy the needs. The implied Functional (F-R) and Non-Functional Requirements (N-FRs) are then identified. For IT Projects such as the CRM project, the Non-Functional requirements are further sub-divided into Usability, Reliability, Performance and Supportability Requirements (URPS).

In major IT deployments, a key to success is the planning and management of the process and organizational change components of the programme wherein the issue of changes to business policies, working practices, roles and responsibilities and business rules have to be addressed. At the early stage of development of the CVT, the Process and Organizational Change requirements start to emerge and are captured as a critical requirement set. Finally the initial actions and tasks required to deliver the solution, including services, are developed. The way that these Tasks can be linked and grouped is shown as a set of arrows in the right hand column of Table 5.

Having done the initial analysis of ‘Needs’, they are grouped using the Affinity Diagramming process introduced in section 3.2.2, which results in a Customer Needs Affinity Diagram shown in Figure 15, where customer needs are grouped with related needs, and these groupings are themselves grouped into appropriate headings. This allows the team to understand the structure of the requirements and helps identify ‘missing implied’ needs and supporting requirements, shown in red text.

Figure 15: Customer Needs Affinity Diagram
As for the Project Goals, the relative importance of the different levels of the needs hierarchy is assessed using AHP. The summary table for the prioritization of the ‘primary needs groupings’ and one of the supporting needs groups are shown in Figure 16.

The results of the AHP prioritizations are shown in the Customer Needs Hierarchy Diagram shown in Figure 17. At each level of the hierarchy a Local Priority or Value assessment is calculated during an AHP Prioritisation workshop with key stakeholders. This allows the team to calculate the Global Value/Contribution of each of the underlying levels of needs to the higher levels. The aim is to calculate the relative importance of the tertiary needs, to understand whether these are significant in terms of further deployment throughout the QFD Process.

The right hand side of Figure 17 gives the Local, Global contributions of the needs, whether it is thought important to deploy these further in the QFD Process, and the re-normalised value of the need in the reduced set being taken forward. Those needs that are not taken forward are put into the design brief for the program i.e. they are captured for development by the design team, but are not subject to further QFD analysis. Alternatively these might be transferred as an interim deliverable. As an example Tertiary Need 3.2.1, ‘Total Cost of CR (Customer Relationship) Operations and Cost Drivers are made available’, will be needed for the Line Of Business Manager as a key interim deliverable to help them understand the value of moving to the new CRM system. The Business Change Team will need to construct a whole life cost model and show the impact of the new system. As such this is likely to be spun out into a sub-project activity. This might also be developed as a ‘functional requirement’ i.e. the capability is developed to produce a regular report on Total Cost of Operations.
The team then develops the prioritized tertiary needs in the Maximum Value Table (MVT). The MVT is a tool that documents thoughts and knowledge, while it structures thinking in an efficient way, as shown in Table 6. The focus is to understand what the priority customer needs are and how those can be satisfied by meeting ‘implied’ functional (F-R) and non-functional (N-FR) requirements. Historically the matrix QFD approach often started with the premise that the customer needs are understood and documented, and created the ‘F-Rs’ and ‘N-FRs’ as the top row of the matrix.

Table 6: Extract from Maximum Value Table for CRM System

The focus here is to structure or architect all major aspects of the solution development such that the ‘priority’ customer needs are translated into high impact functional, non-functional, organizational change and service requirements. As such this places QFD at the heart of the enterprise transformation process, and directly supports benefits realization.

During the development of requirements it is important to manage the complex interactions and changes of stakeholders, needs, and priorities and two of the authors, Stansfield and Cole, have found this is best achieved using a formal Requirements Management System such as DOORS (ex. IBM Telelogic), see Figure 6. This allows reviews and changes to stakeholder requirements to be managed under change control, allows the many-to-many relationships and traceability between different phases of the Blitz QFD to be monitored during the whole life-cycle of the programme.

It is useful to be able to depict the customer segment needs and their decomposition into requirements for the sub-components in a matrix format as this provides the ‘view on a page’ perspective that allows the various teams to focus on their area whilst enterprise architects, program managers, business change managers etc. can view the broader context viz. the matrix provides the ‘requirements architectural’ views that are critical to programme governance. This will be discussed in the next section.
3.2.7. What must the solution do and how?

In the previous stage the question ‘What does the customer need and how much do they need it?’ was answered. At this next stage the Blitz QFD® process answers the question:

‘What must the solution design do and how must it do it?’

Traditionally this is done using the matrix QFD, the first phase of which is known as the House of Quality, and it was designed to show graphically the transition from the customer needs and desired outcomes to the functional requirements. The output from the matrix was a set of ‘rank order’ design requirements, prioritised in terms of their overall impact on delivering the customer needs. In early applications of the QFD matrix in the West, a relatively quick analysis would be made of customer needs, these would be prioritised using pair-wise comparison and entered into the left side of the matrix. The Traditional QFD House of Quality matrix for the CRM project is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Traditional QFD HoQ for CRM System

The priorities given for the customer needs are based on the values shown in the Maximum Value Table, where the highest value needs are allocated a 5 rating, and the lowest value needs are given a 1. As discussed in section 3.2.3, performing arithmetic operations such as multiplication on ordinal ranking numbers is not valid, but in Traditional QFD matrices, the ranked importance is multiplied by the strength of the relationship with the design requirement, itself a ranked number where the relationship is given a no relationship (0), weak (1), medium (3) or strong (9) value. The result of the traditional matrix analysis shows highest impact design requirement as ‘FR 6 - single sign-on for customer for all services’, with ‘FR 2 Customer segment profile matched to service and individuals’ a very close second. Apart from the non-valid arithmetic operation, the importance rating of the Design Requirements is purely a rank order and does not provide the relative value.

Other areas of the traditional ‘HoQ’ are the correlation matrix for Customer Needs, the side roof, and likewise for Design Requirements, the roof of the ‘HoQ’. These plots where requirements have historically
led to design solutions that conflict i.e. reaching the target for the requirement makes reaching another requirement more difficult. As shown in the Stansfield and Cole paper[^1] these are areas of risk that have to be attended to carefully by program management and design teams. Also shown in the Matrix is a row titled ‘Organizational Difficulty’, where a rating of ‘3’ is a judgement ranking that this is a difficult Design Requirement to meet, whereas a ranking of ‘1’ is considered easy to meet. This again draws attention to the difficult requirements. It is recognised that these aspects of the traditional QFD matrix are purely visual flags, and do not provide scaled results. Ulwick, Zultner and Norman[^13] have suggested that because of the arithmetic errors associated with the Traditional QFD and because of the lack of structured processes to establish high priority customer needs, that it is time to retire the Traditional ‘HoQ’, and replace it with the renovated, Modern QFD form of ‘HoQ’ plus associated tools.

Figure 19 shows the extract of the Modern QFD format of the ‘HoQ’ that establishes the relative importance of the Design Requirements in meeting the Customer Needs. Here the Importance rating has been replaced with the ‘Adjusted Weight’, calculated using AHP as a global percentage of the Tertiary needs i.e. the needs are relative and can be multiplied by other relative values. The relationship between the functional requirements and the customer needs is now assessed using the AHP comparison rating, as if the functional requirement helps in an ‘extreme’ manner in satisfying the customer need it is given a value of ‘9’, and if it is weak it is given a value of ‘1’. The full scale is shown to the right of the matrix below. The symbols used are standard symbols for cloud cover, where a filled circle represents an ‘extreme’ relationship.

![Figure 19: Basic Modern QFD Matrix for CRM System](image)

The result is that Design Requirement ‘FR 2: Customer Segment Profile Mapped to Services and Individuals’ has the largest impact on the customer needs, at 23.8%, based on the sum of the products of the strength of relationships to the Customer needs times the relative importance of each customer need. The full analysis will also include those Non-Functional requirements identified as important within the Customer Voice and Maximum Value Tables, to understand which ‘Usability, Reliability, Performance and Supportability’ requirements also have to be met in delivering the priority Functional Requirements. This form of the table is beyond the scope of this paper.

The high priority Functional Requirements will then be flowed forward into further deployment matrices as follows:

• Component Design deployment of the system,
• Reliability Deployment
• Usability Deployment
• Performance Deployment
• Service Deployment
• Cost Deployment

All of these are tailored to ensure that the critical requirements for that aspect of the solution are identified and analysed for understanding of how best they can be addressed in the solution design.

For many IT Systems the functional requirements will be delivered through the use of Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) application components. To understand the relative benefits of alternative COTS packages in meeting high priority Functional and Non-Functional requirements, the QFD process has a formal design benchmarking assessment step incorporated within the Design Planning Table, the next stage of the process and beyond the scope of this paper. This entails setting the design target specification for the Design and assessing how well competitor products meet or exceed those targets. This is analogous to the Customer assessment and technical assessment areas within the traditional QFD matrix and can be used in the IT System design context to evaluate the suitability of alternative COTS packages, rather than its original purpose to identify whether a competitor product had to be bettered.

The ability of the Modern QFD process to be tailored to assess importance and relative value is part of the beauty of the approach. It allows the team to estimate where most value is to be found and to focus efforts on these areas. The impact of the QFD approach is to unpack complex situations, identify where resource is best applied to bring the desired outcomes from complex design tasks. This capability is demonstrated well by Mazur\textsuperscript{[14]} applied the QFD approach to target resources onto priority areas for the US homeland Security.

4. Pro’s and Cons
The Traditional QFD matrix approach developed in the late 1960s produced a significant improvement in the effectiveness of aligning product designs to the customer requirements. The matrices gave rank order prioritization of customer and design requirements, but were prone to over complication and creation of matrices containing all identifiable requirements. This reduced the effectiveness of the matrices as it resulted in the critical to quality requirements being hidden thereby defeating the objective of QFD. The arithmetic used in the original QFD also meant that relative importance of requirements could not be established – only rank order importance.

Blitz QFD\textsuperscript{®} addresses these issues by applying structuring methods to speed up the process of identifying the most important requirements worthy of more in-depth analysis. The Analytical Hierarchy Process is used to ensure that relative importance is established in a rigorous manner, and that requirements are structured hierarchically. The Blitz QFD\textsuperscript{®} process encourages the development of the customer voice table in which the priority is to build unambiguous statements about customer needs i.e. it builds the customer priorities into the foundation of the solution development process. For IT System development customers include external and internal operational customer segments, the process being to understand both the recipients of outputs from the IT System and the Users of the System i.e. the approach is both customer and user centric.

Traditional QFD supported with other Six Sigma techniques (SIPOC, CTQ Analysis, Root Cause Analysis, FMEA) and systems engineering (boundary analysis, context diagramming) has delivered some of these goals and improved the alignment of system design with business drivers. Blitz QFD\textsuperscript{®} and Modern QFD have provided a more mathematically rigorous approach which allows more focus on the critical requirements i.e. teams can focus on those things that are of high value to the customer and do it rapidly.

As a result Blitz QFD® and Modern QFD provide a more rigorous core to the Design For Six Sigma framework than Traditional QFD.

The emergence of disruptive technologies such as Cloud Computing has brought further emphasis on the need to understand quickly the relative value of customer needs, as the scope for losing sight of business needs in technical complexity has been reduced. The process can be used to ensure that the cloud services are accessed in an effective ‘business aligned’ manner.

As a result of these developments, it can be seen that Blitz QFD® can be used to align IT programs to the business drivers as historically too many programs have failed to achieve this alignment.

5. Recommendations

In Complex IT Systems and Services design, the following processes are recommended:

- Business Goals are often not clearly defined for IT System Designers, but are an important pre-requisite for effective Project Goal definition. Modern QFD provides mechanisms for doing this. Time should be taken at the beginning of IT projects to understand the Business Goals and how these have been deployed to the Project Goals.
- Analytical Hierarchy Process and Hierarchy Diagrams should be used by development teams to identify high value requirements i.e. avoid the team wasting effort on requirements perceived by key customers as low value.
- Boundary/Scope Analysis and Context Diagramming should be used in IT Systems projects to ensure that the scope of development and dependencies are understood by both Customer and Supplier teams.
- In many cases the Customer Process Mapping (CPM) used in Product development QFDs should be enhanced for IT Design with SIPOC based process mapping.
- Customer Voice Tables and Maximum Value Tables are key components in establishing the priority of Customer Needs, and these should be extended in IT Systems designs to include likely functional and non-functional (FURPS) requirements.
- The upgraded Modern QFD form of the House of Quality Matrix is an important way of translating the multiple high-priority requirements of key customer segments into solution requirements as it provides an overview for enterprise architecture, project and program management and governance teams.
- Blitz QFD® provides a rapid analysis technique to identify high priority goals and requirements for projects. This is vital for selection of projects involving disruptive technologies such as Cloud Computing.

6. Summary

Traditional QFD dramatically improved the effectiveness of the design process in the 1970s and 1980s, the products developed met key customer requirements more consistently, but teams deploying the process built overly large and complex matrices. The QFD process typically started with the assumption that a clear understanding of the Stakeholders and their critical needs had been identified. The Blitz QFD® approach has introduced a set of tools which mean that the high priority goals, customer segments and needs are analyzed and integrated into the heart of system design. It provides a more rigorous way of ensuring customer needs form the foundation for design.

When applied to more complex IT System and Service design, Blitz QFD® provides a systematic way of understanding customer business value and ensures the high value items are deployed into all areas of the design and development cycle. In the process it provides the basis for both benefits realization and enterprise redesign and transformation.
The Blitz QFD® focus on business critical requirements is essential for ‘game changing’ service provisioning approaches and technologies such as Service Oriented Architectures and Cloud Computing.

Finally and most significantly, QFD provides a rigorous way of aligning IT solutions and services to business drivers. Blitz QFD® allows this to be done in an agile and responsive manner.
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